Small signal stability problems are one of the major threats to grid stability and reliability in California and the western U.S. power grid. An unstable oscillatory mode can cause large-amplitude oscillations and may result in system breakup and largescale blackouts. There have been several incidents of system-wide oscillations. Of them, the most notable is the August 10, 1996 western system breakup produced as a result of undamped system-wide oscillations. There is a great need for real-time monitoring of small-signal oscillations in the system. In power systems, a small-signal oscillation is the result of poor electromechanical damping. Considerable understanding and literature have been developed on the small-signal stability problem over the past 50+ years. These studies have been mainly based on a linearized system model and eigenvalue analysis of its characteristic matrix. However, its practical feasibility is greatly limited because power system models have been found inadequate in describing realtime operating conditions. Significant efforts have been devoted to monitoring system oscillatory behaviors from real-time measurements in the past 20 years. The deployment of phasor measurement units (PMU) provides high-precision time-synchronized data needed for estimating oscillation modes. Measurement-based modal analysis, also known as ModeMeter, uses real-time phasor measurements to estimate system oscillation modes and their damping. Low damping indicates potential system stability issues. Oscillation alarms can be issued when the power system is lightly damped. A good oscillation alarm tool can provide time for operators to take remedial reaction and reduce the probability of a system breakup as a result of a light damping condition. To facilitate ModeMeter development and evaluation, the Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) has conducted a number of system tests in the past decade. The tests include large signal tests through insertion of the 1,400 MW Chief Joseph brake resistance, mid-level signal tests through ±125 MW modulation of Pacific DC Intertie (PDCI) real power set values, and noise probing tests through ±10-20 MW modulation of the PDCI power. Recently, the system tests have advanced to a weekly basis, towards future continuous tests and real-time oscillation monitoring. Real-time oscillation monitoring requires ModeMeter algorithms to have the capability to work with various kinds of measurements: disturbance data (ringdown signals), noise probing data, and ambient data.
The PIER Program strives to conduct the most promising public interest energy research by partnering with RD&D entities, including individuals, businesses, utilities, and public or private research institutions.
• PIER funding efforts are focused on the following RD&D program areas:
• Buildings End-Use Energy Efficiency
• Energy Innovations Small Grants To avoid system breakups caused by oscillations, the dynamic stability margin has to be established, which puts limits on the power transfer capacities. Accurate and timely information about the oscillations can help optimize these margin settings so that a grid can be operated at its full capacity while staying within the stability boundary.
To provide timely information about grid oscillation, extensive studies have been carried out to identify power system modes.
Modes are the eigenvalues of linearized power system models. Generally, there are two basic approaches for estimating power system modes: component-based methods and measurement-based methods. With the component-based method, the nonlinear differential equations governing the system are linearized around an operating point. The power system modes are then obtained through eigenvalue analysis [Chow 1997 ]. On the other hand, for a measurement-based method, a linear model is estimated from direct system measurements.
An important aspect to remember is that for a large complex power system, the efforts of building a component-based model are not trivial. For example, an initial effort was made by [Kosterev et al. 1999 ] to build a component-based model for simulating the Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) reaction right before the breakup of August 10, 1996 . Figure 1-1 shows that the simulation data did not match the field measurement data. The matched simulation and measurement was only achieved after extensive studies. In contrast, measurement-based approach usually requires significantly less effort than that required for a model-based method. The measurement-based method can update the mode estimation based on incoming measurement data. Thus, the measurement-based methods serve as a good complement to model-based methods in monitoring power system modes in real time.
There exist several measurement-based small signal stability analysis algorithms, which have been developed and studied [Liu et al. 2007 Zhou et al. 2006 Zhou et al. , 2007 Zhou et al. , 2008 Zhou et al. , 2009 . Performance studies of the existing small signal stability analysis algorithms have been mostly carried out using simulated data from simplified models. There are no comparisons of the algorithms using field measurement data. One reason for the lack of this comparison is likely tied to algorithm performance and its likelihood to be situation-dependent. One algorithm would perform better under some circumstances, while others may perform better in other circumstances. Ultimately, it is conjectured that the right combination of algorithms needs to be used to support real-time power grid operation [Liu et al. 2007 ]. Applying a mode analysis algorithm on a data set that is not suitable for that particular algorithm may result into degraded performance, and even false or missing alarms.
To achieve desired performance and reduce false/missing alarms, measurement data should be classified into different categories to be sure that a proper mode identification algorithm can be selected. In general, field measurement data can be classified into two categories: typical and non-typical data. Typical data is data that carries system mode information and can be described by the model structure used by an identification algorithm. In contrast, non-typical data does not carry information about system modes and cannot be described by a general linear model. Commonly encountered non-typical data points include, but are not limited to, missing data and outliers. Missing data are often dropped data points, which may result from temporary communication and measurement device failure. Outliers are values that significantly deviate from normal values. Outliers may result from a serious disturbance and/or sensor failure. In general, data that cannot be described by the adopted model structure is considered non-typical data. For example, transient data right before ringdown signals is also considered non-typical, namely because it cannot be described by a linear prediction model.
Commonly encountered typical data can include, but is not limited to, ambient data, ringdown oscillations, and probing data. Ambient data is obtained when a system is working under an equilibrium condition, and the major disturbance is from smallamplitude random load changes [Pierre et al. 1997] . Ringdown oscillation data occurs after some major disturbance, such as a line tripping, and results in observable oscillations [Hauer et al. 1990 ]. Probing data is obtained when low-level pseudo-random noise is intentionally injected into the system to test the system performance [Zhou et al. 2006] .
Note that these three types of data carry different levels of mode information density. As shown in ], the ringdown oscillation data carries the highest level of information density. The mode estimation converges fast to the true values. As such, it is valuable to identify oscillation data from other signals. An identified ringdown oscillation can help: select right algorithm, reduce the time needed for mode identification, and provide an indication of the disturbance events. Figure 1 -2 shows the flow chart for integrating the ringdown oscillation analysis in the mode analysis study. After PMU data is obtained, the first step is to classify the data into typical and non-typical data according to a prediction error model ]. Then, the typical data is checked for presence of a ringdown oscillation. If there are no ringdown oscillations, the R3LS algorithm is applied to obtain system modes using a relatively long time window (around 5 minutes) . However, if a ringdown oscillation is detected, then a short time window will be enough to identify system modes. The data can be processed using recursive Prony analysis for mode identification. The identified model should be evaluated and validated to check the quality of the model. This validation and evaluation procedure can help reduce false alarm rates.
In this report, an oscillation detection algorithm is documented and initial evaluation of the algorithm is reported. Also, a further test plan is described for evaluating the algorithm with field measurement data. 
BACKGROUND
As mentioned in Section 1.0, grid oscillations are closely related to different modes of interest on the power system. If the entire power system were modeled as a transfer function, modes are represented by the denominator, or poles of the system. These modes are often the result of generator controls from a wide geographical distribution interacting. If these interactions become unstable, the generator pairs associated with this interaction will swing against one another in a stronger and stronger fashion until the system collapses, or suitable mitigation control is enacted.
Because modes are represented by the poles of a system, it is also useful to think of them as the natural resonances in the system. The best example of system resonance is a piano tuning fork. When excited by an event (in this case, striking the tuning fork), the natural resonances of the system become apparent. In the case of the tuning fork, a distinct, decaying pitch can be heard as the system returns to its steady state. The power system is very similar in this respect. If excited by an event such as a line tripping, the system will resonate at these modal frequencies. If the system is stable, these oscillations will slowly damp and the system will return to an equilibrium condition. However, if the system is unstable, as it was in the WECC 1996 case presented in Figure 1 -1, these oscillations will grow until corrected, or system damage occurs.
Modes of oscillation typically have two parameters of interest. These parameters are the frequency and damping ratio of the mode. Keeping with the tuning fork example, the frequency of the mode is the particular pitch at which it resonates. The damping ratio is a measure of how fast the tone will fade away if the tuning fork is no longer excited. If a mode has a sufficiently low damping ratio, subsequent excitations could push the system to a failure point, despite the overall conditions being "stable".
In terms of the power system, if an outage occurs to induce such a resonance on the electrical grid, operators need to quickly know the new conditions of the system. If the resultant transient will sustain itself, or if the system is closer to an unstable operating point, remedial actions must be taken. For this reason, accurate estimation of power systems modes is desired. With knowledge of a growing instability or a change in stability margins, operators can adjust the power system to prevent complete failure of the system. In instances of line or generator outages, the system may not become unstable, but the knowledge of the new damping ratio and stability margin can easily influence subsequent actions or planned immediate switching conditions. Utilizing the oscillation detection algorithm presented, modal estimates from ringdown events can quickly be identified and estimated, providing the necessary information to operators on a timeline faster than a longer, ambient data estimation method.
DESCRIPTION OF THE OSCILLATION DETECTION ALGORITHM
To reduce the rates of false and missing alarm, it is important to make sure that the right algorithm is applied to a right data set. For example, when a ringdown oscillation is detected, a Prony analysis method can be applied [Hauer et al. 1990 ]. In this section, a method for identifying ringdown signal from measurement data is discussed.
A review on the Prony analysis.
As discussed in [Hauer et al. 1990 ], Prony analysis can be used to determine the system modes from ringdown signal. If a system can be described by a linear state space model, the homogeneous responses of the system are a sum of exponentially damped sinusoidal signals. The response is called a ringdown signal and can be described by
where y(t) is the measurement data at time t. Here λ i stands for the i th eigenvalue, which is a complex number. c i stands for the amplitude of i th mode, which is a complex number. The symbol n is the total number of eigenvalues. At sample time t k =k·Δt, a sample discrete ringdown signal y[k] can be described as
Here Δt is the sampling interval. To determine the λ i , y [k] can be written in a matrix format as To increase estimation accuracy, the number of the samples in the data, N, is usually chosen to be greater than 2*n to form a set of over-determined equations in (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . A least-squares (LS) algorithm is applied to solve the equations. Also, to suppress noise, the model order in equation (3-8) is usually chosen to be higher than the number damped sinusoidal signals.
The a j 's can be found by solving (3-7) 
According to [Pierre et al. 1997 ], the eigenvalues, or the modes, of the system can be estimated as
The frequency and damping ratio of the modes can be calculated as ( )
Application of the Prony method on the ringdown signal identification
Once the eigenvalues λ i and z i are identified, the time domain ringdown signal can be reconstructed using the following proce- A large SNR indicates that a good fit is achieved and the ringdown assumption may hold. On the other hand, a small SNR indicates that the fit is not good and the ringdown assumption may not hold.
A block implementation for the oscillation detection algorithm.
As discussed in ] and [ Pierre and Zhou 2007 ], a robust and recursive implementation can help improve the implementation efficiency and robustness against outliers. To implement the proposed oscillation algorithm recursively and robustly, the following procedure is implemented.
To simplify the notation, equation (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) can be written in a matrix format as
where k is the starting time when the Prony analysis can be applied. Note that here n is the order of Prony model, and N-n is the number of equations. Thus, an objective function of the least-square solution can be described as
where λ is the forgetting factor, which is a positive number slightly smaller or equal to 1.
Writing the above objective function in matrix format, we have
where
is a diagonal matrix. Thus , the least-square solution can be defined as
The least square solution can be found by setting the derivative of the objective function to 0 as following
Thus, the block solution can be derived as
Recursive solution
To improve the implementation efficiency, a recursive solution, which needs fixed storage and calculation time, is derived in this subsection.
According to their definition in equations 
According to equations (3-33) and (3-34), equation (3-28) can be written as 
Note that a recursive algorithm is formed by equations (3-33), (3-34) and (3-35), because the current estimation can be calculated by updating the previous estimation using current measurements. The storage requirements and calculation time are all fixed.
Improved recursive solution using matrix inversion lemma
Note that equations (3-33), (3-34) and (3-35) require the calculation of inverse matrix
, which is a time-consuming computation. The calculation efficiency can be further improved by using matrix inversion lemma [Ljung 1999 ] given as to circumvent the matrix inverse calculation. To facilitate notation, define:
Based on this choice, equation can be written as
According equation (3-37), we have
Now, apply the matrix inversion lemma 2 times. 1) Matrix inversion lemma #1 
RESULTS FROM CASE STUDY
Initial evaluations of the oscillation detection algorithm were conducted using simulation data. Simulated data was obtained using a linearized 17-machine model. The one-line diagram for this model is shown in Figure 4 -1. The model is very loosely based around the WECC grid and provides a reasonable analog to PMU measurement data for the initial tests. All initial simulation results on the 17-machine system were conducted using a single output channel. The channel selected represents transmission line 20 in Figure 4 -1, or the line from bus 18 to bus 30. This line was selected for initial studies because of its proximity to the disturbance event, which occurs on bus 35. The disturbance event is a simulated dynamic-brake insertion of 800 MW for half a second. The system was further excited by random variations of the loads on the system to represent the natural variations in power system measurements. This process noise on the system remained at a fixed variance throughout all of the trials. The overall system results were then obscured by adding in different levels of approximately white Gaussian Noise (AWGN) as a measurement error. The variance of this measurement noise was adjusted to reach desired signal-to-noise ratios for the different simulation events. To evaluate the oscillation detection algorithm's effectiveness in detecting the desired event under these varying noise conditions, multiple Monte-Carlo simulations were conducted.
Using Monte-Carlo simulations, several scenarios of the 17-machine data were investigated. Each scenario was created as a manipulation of two distinct properties of the simulation. The first of these properties was the signal to noise ratio of the system. For each simulation scenario, 400 simulations were conducted to evaluate the algorithm under those conditions. Signalto-noise ratios were simulated under two different desired levels: event and average. Event signal-to-noise ratios were created by adjusting the additive noise during the event occurrence to meet the desired level. Average signal-to-noise ratios were created by adjusting the additive noise during an ambient portion of the analysis. Each estimation interval was adjusted to seven distinct SNR decibel (dB) levels: infinite (no noise), 20, 10, 0, -10, and -20. Figure 4 -2 shows a typical output of the system and the SNR value calculated for each of these intervals. In this particular case, the average SNR value was adjusted to be roughly 0.0 dB. As the figure demonstrates, the event signal-to-noise ratio is higher than this desired ambient level. This feature of the signal will be useful in later comparisons of different event and event SNR levels. The second parameter adjusted for this initial case study was the model order of the algorithm. Model order manipulations changed not only the overall order of the modal detection algorithm, but also the length of the algorithm's time aperture, or energy window length. In a very simplified view, the detection algorithm works by solving sets of simultaneous equations. As the model order increases, the number of these equations increases. As a result, more unique data points are required to properly resolve these equations. Throughout the simulation, the energy window length in seconds matches the model order. That is, for a 15 th order model, a 15-second energy window was also utilized. This ratio was maintained for each Monte-Carlo simulation in this initial study.
For each Monte-Carlo simulation set, two results were examined: the successful detection of the oscillation and the beginning of the oscillation detection interval. The first result is very straight-forward. If the algorithm detected the oscillation event successfully, an indication flag was raised. If undetected, no such flag occurred. Table 4 -1 shows the results of the detection algorithm for different SNR levels and model orders. As expected, the percentage of proper detections decreases as the signal-tonoise ratio decreases. It is also useful to note that the results for the infinite-SNR (no noise) event-based and average-based simulations are identical. If no noise is added to the system, both the event and average intervals have infinite SNR, so these two conditions are the same Monte-Carlo set. Table 4 -1 provides some meaningful results for the initial algorithm study. As shown, the algorithm fails if the event SNR value is below 10 dB. However, the average signal-to-noise ratio can be reduced as low as -10 dB for a high rate of detection. It is useful to note that at -10 dB, the noise is actually more prevalent in the system than the actual signal of interest. It is also useful to notice the difference in these SNR levels, as presented in Figure 4 -2. In that particular case, the event SNR was roughly 15 dB higher than the average. If this observation is applied to Table 4 -1, this disparity in detection (between event-based and average-based SNR levels) does not really exist. The average SNR successes around -10 dB would correspond to roughly 5 dB on the event SNR side, which is relatively close to the 10 dB success level observed.
The other meaningful result from Table 4 -1 is in regards to the model order (and energy window length). In general, the effects of noise on the detection may be mitigated by utilizing a longer energy window, which also corresponds to a higher order model. However, increasing the model order and resulting energy window length by too much can result in decreased performance. As Table 4 -1 demonstrates, a model order of 19 and energy window length of 19-seconds provided the best performance with a 15  17  19  21  23  25  15  17  19  21  23  25  Inf  87%  100%  100%  98%  98%  100%  87%  100%  100%  98%  98%  100%  20  87%  93%  100%  100%  98%  99%  88%  100%  100%  99%  98%  100%  10  78%  84%  98%  100%  100%  96%  92%  100%  100%  100%  97%  100%  0  11%  8%  9%  11%  9%  9%  83%  84%  100%  100%  99%  99%  -10  0%  0%  0%  0%  0%  0%  68%  71%  90%  97%  93%  98%  -20  0%  0%  0%  0%  0%  0%  4%  2%  2%  4%  2% 100% detection rate all the way to the 0 dB point. An order/length combination of 25 provides similar detection rates down to the -10 dB level, where it provides the highest detection count.
Despite the similar detection levels and performance of the 19 and 25 order/length results, selecting a longer energy window and higher model order is not always desired. To elaborate on this, some terminology must first be presented. The oscillation detection algorithm is a causal algorithm. This means that the algorithm only functions on current or past measurement points and does not predict, nor have access to future values. Figure 4 -3 show a sample output plot with the algorithm's energy window overlaid. In this case, the measurement that has just occurred is at the green line. The algorithm's energy window utilizes the last 25 seconds of data to detect the oscillation. If the algorithm determined an oscillation in this scenario, the modal analysis algorithm would begin analyzing an oscillation that was perceived to start at the 48-second mark (which appears to be -2.0 seconds in relation to the event). As such, the actual oscillation detection occurs 25 seconds in the past. In terms of Table 4 -1, the 19 order/energy length results would begin this analysis 6 seconds earlier than the 25 second energy length analysis. In the final implementation, this order/length and accuracy trade off would need to be adaptively varied, or selected based on operational preferences. The analysis point shown in Figure 4 -3 is the second result of interest in the Monte-Carlo simulations. The initial detection point of the oscillation event was captured for each Monte-Carlo trial. It is important to reinforce that negative values indicate that the modal algorithm used to analyze the oscillation could begin analysis before the event was present in the data. However, this point is still in the past data set; the algorithm is not prescient. The example provided in Figure 4 -3 would have a detection point of -2 seconds, which indicates the oscillation analysis algorithm analysis would be valid from the 48-second mark to the 72-second mark.
One of the key reasons for "earlier-than-event" detections is the algorithm's determination if an oscillation is present or not. This determination is made using an estimate of the signal-to-noise ratio. Using the algorithm presented in Section 3.0, the detection algorithm is continuously modeling the data as a sum of damped sinusoids. The differences between this model and the measured data are considered noise. Once the estimate is complete, the variance of this noise is compared to the variance of the original signal. As such, the algorithm is technically computing an approximate noise-to-signal ratio, rather than a signal-tonoise ratio. Once this noise-to-signal ratio falls below a certain threshold, the data fits an oscillation model quite well, so an oscillation is deemed to be present. order/length Monte-Carlo set, as well as the threshold used to determine when an oscillation is present. The green line represents the 67-second mark, which is when the start of the energy window will be aligned with the event start. As the figure shows, the algorithm's mean SNR value crosses the threshold right before this point. This indicates that the mean detection time of the algorithm should be slightly less than 0.
shows the mean and standard deviation of the detection overlaid with one of the 400 trials of that Monte-Carlo set. In Figure 4 -5, the average detection appears to overlay the event start line exactly. Table 4 -2 will later show the average value is -0.01 seconds before the event, which coincides with the prediction of Figure 4 For each Monte-Carlo set, the mean and standard deviation of this detection point were determined for each set of SNR values and energy window lengths. Table 4-2 and Table 4 -3 show the results of these mean and standard deviation calculations for the two different SNR intervals. In the tables, detection sets that fell below a 90% detection rate (360 detected oscillations out of 400 trials) are coded as the inverted, red color scheme. Table 4-2 and Table 4 -3 demonstrate, for cases when the oscillation was detected 90% of the time or greater, the average detection time was typically within 1 second of the event's presence in the data. Under these same circumstances, the standard deviation on the detection was typically less than 1 second. Recall from earlier that the 19 th and 25 th Table 4-2 order/length analysis provided very high detection rates of the oscillation. In the results presented in both and Table 4 -3, the 19 th order model has a lower standard deviation and closer mean detection time than the 25 th order estimate. While the results of both estimates are reasonable, the lower variation and "closer to actual" detection time provides greater confidence that the output of the oscillation analysis function is valid.
From the results presented, the oscillation detection algorithm performed very well for the 17-machine test case. The algorithm successfully detected an oscillatory event within a reasonable amount of time and within reasonable consistency. Under conditions around and below 0 dB SNR, at which point noise is equal to, or greater than the signal, the algorithm does begin to experience decreased performance. However, in these cases the oscillation is nearly invisible in the measurement data. Furthermore, such conditions would likely be the indication of a much greater problem than an oscillatory event on the system. This case study also indicates variations of parameters (either expertly or through an adaptive algorithm) can lead to improvements and adjustments in this consistency. For identical SNR levels, adjusting the model order and energy window length of the algorithm often resulted in some improvement of the detection time and variance. It is important to point out that these results may be particular to the 17-machine model utilized. These results may be valid only for the particular configuration, or even the 800 MW disturbance event of this study. Different systems may exhibit better behavior for the 25 th order/length case, rather than the 19 th order/length case. Further cases and studies are required to provide answers to these questions. 
INITIAL GUI DESIGN
At the present time, the algorithm and much of the work presented in this report has been accomplished using the MATLAB environment. A working graphical user interface (GUI) has been implemented under this same platform. However, the required presence of the MATLAB software makes distribution of this GUI difficult. Efforts are currently underway to implement the oscillation detection algorithm in a more generic, deployable format.
At the time of this report, an initial GUI has been developed using the C++ language. The overall layout, shown in Figure 5 -1, mirrors the original MATLAB GUI the system is based upon. At present time, a time domain data display appears in the middleleft of the interface. The right hand side presents information from the modal estimation algorithm. The top plot represents frequency and damping ratio estimates for the electromechanical modes of interest. The bottom display will show the approximate frequency response of the modal-estimated system. Below this, quantitative values for the modes of interest will be presented. The blank location in the bottom left is reserved for a future time-frequency display. 1. Data Entry Data can be obtained from two ways: a real-time data stream, or an offline .csv data file. For the first one, phasor data concentrator (PDC) communication protocols will be used to retrieve data a real-time stream. For the latter one, a .csv file is located on the computer through the "Load" button on the GUI. This allows the data to be loaded from an offline source, and then simulate the real-time processes of the GUI. The "Parameter Config" button will present a popup window, as shown in Figure 5 -2. This window will provide users with functionality to set up the display windows and algorithm options. Furthermore, the users will be presented with the options to initialize the model, and save the changes in a log file.
2. Sequence Control "Play", "Stop", and "Close" buttons control the data update process of the oscillation detection GUI when an offline data source is selected. The "Speed" trackbar controls the update speed of the data source. For example, if "8" is specified, the data is imported at rate 8x that of the original display time. At this stage in the development, the GUI is only partially functional. The ability to import data from saved .csv files has been implemented and tested. Work has begun on incorporating PDC streams into the GUI as a real-time data source. An FFT computation package has been selected, tested, and integrated into the GUI successfully. At this time, a crude version of the R3LS algorithm is implemented in the GUI and provides analysis results. Efforts are currently focusing on the full implementation of this algorithm and the accompanying oscillation detection algorithm.
TEST PLAN
To further test and improve the performance of the proposed algorithm, we propose that tests should be performed based on the field measurement PMU data from WECC system. The data should include normal operational data and special event data.
The normal operational data is a data set of 24 hours from Malin-Round Mountain line in WECC system. First, the data set in *.dst format should be identified from the archived database available in the Electricity Infrastructure Operations Center (EIOC) of PNNL. Then, the DSItoolbox is to be used to extract the data from *.dst into *.mat file and/or *.txt file. Next, plots should be generated on 5-minute intervals. Oscillation events should first be manually identified through visual inspection on the 5-minute interval plots. Finally, the proposed algorithm is applied on the data set recursively to identify ringdown oscillation. The results from manual inspection and oscillation identification algorithms will be cross-checked to verify the results. The false alarm and missing alarm should be summarized to evaluate the performance of the proposed oscillation identification algorithm.
Special event data sets are data recorded around some major disturbance events, such as generation trip, major transmission line trip, and oscillation events. First, major typical events in WECC are to be identified by consulting experts (e.g., Dr. John Hauer, Bill Mittelstadt). Then, the corresponding achived data files are to be identified from the PNNL EIOC database, or from posted WECC event data. These original data files are likely in the *.dst file format. Once again, the DSItoolbox is to be used to convert the data from *.dst to *.mat file and/or *.txt file. The proposed algorithm is to be applied for detecting ringdown oscillation events. The results from manual inspection and oscillation identification algorithms will again be cross-checked to verify the results. During the application of the oscillation detection algorithm, the modes are going to be identified. For some events, the modes have been manually calculated using block algorithms. These study results are going to be compared with the proposed algorithm.
Finally, an evaluation report is going to be prepared for the evaluation study.
CONCLUSIONS
This report proposed an oscillation detection algorithm for speeding up mode identification of a power system based on PMU data. Modal analysis provides vital information about the power system stability. On-line mode identification algorithms based on PMU measurements provide a way for monitoring power system modes in real time. Oscillation alarms can be issued when the power system is lightly damped. A good oscillation alarm tool (a.k.a. ModeMeter) can provide time for operators to take remedial reaction and reduce the probability of a system breakup as a result of such a light damping condition.
The applicability of the mode identification algorithms relies heavily on the proper use of algorithms. Identification algorithms can provide dependable mode information only when they are applied properly on the right signal types. Improper application of algorithms may result in false alarm and/or missing alarm.
One of most import categories of data is the oscillation ringdown data, which results from major disturbances. It is important to detect the oscillation ringdown to properly apply Prony's method to promptly identify modes within a short time window. In this report, an oscillation detection algorithm is proposed for on-line identification of the ringdown data. Assumption verification is used to check occurrence of ringdown data.
The basic assumption of ringdown signal is that the signal is consisted of multiple damped sinusoidal signals. By applying the Prony analysis, the original signal can be decomposed into the damped sinusoidal signals and noise. To verify the multiple damped sinusoid assumption, a signal-to-noise ratio is calculated. A higher SNR indicates a higher probability that the assumption, that an oscillation is present, holds. While a lower SNR indicates a lower probability that the assumption holds. To make the algorithm work on-line, a recursive algorithm is developed for high implementation efficiency.
Initial simulation shows that the proposed method can work efficiently to identify the proper data set to apply Prony analysis. Thus, the mode identification procedure can be speed up with reduced window size for the ringdown data. Also, it reduces the rate of false alarm and missing alarm. Furthermore, a study plan on field measurement PMU data is also described.
